BURST TEST
Results
Last year we announced a competition where entrants could decide how a pressure vessel with several
defects would fail when pressurised to destruction. The original report can be obtained from our website or
LinkedIn profiles. We’re pleased to announce that the results are in, and they are, well rather unspectacular
really. It appears that none of the manufacturer defects played any part in the failure.

The internal pressure under hydrotest reached 72 Barg (MAWP 11 Barg) before the vessel split in the
longitudinal plane near an external bracket attachment weld. Note that the failure does not initiate
at the corner of the attachment, but approximately 7mm away. Coincidence? Or has the heat from
the welding weakened the steel? The failure looks too far away to be considered the Heat Affected
Zone, especially with the type of weld. Without a proper Failure Analysis we can only make assumptions.

FAILURE FACTS
The failure details are below, do these surprise you?
What is your thought’s on the failure?o hear back
Which defect did you initially think would fail first?
Ductile tear

Not at weld

Axially aligned

72 Barg at failure

Occurred in shell

Failed at 650% MAWP

Not at defect

15% Volumetric expansion

Pressure at failure (Barg)

Location of failure - locations can be found on original data sheet
Note: Only the entries that fell within the range of 40 - 90 Barg are shown.
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BURST TEST
Results
Photographs

Stand off view showing expansion of vessel and
configuration of bracket attachment. Note the
longitudinal gouge, which was selected by the
most number of entrants as point of failure.

Location of failure was in close proximity to the
corner of the bracket attachment. The tear did
not initiate at the corner. Note expansion against
straight edge.

Summary
First of all we would like to thank all those individuals and companies that took the time to submit their
assessments. We had some very basic Barlow calculations, all the way through to detailed Finite Element
Analysis assessments submitted. The lowest predicted burst pressure was just 12 Bar, and the highest
was 150 Bar. So, a wide range!
We acknowledge that this was not a scientific assessment, and nor was it meant to be. We took an everyday vessel, manufactured some everyday type defects
and provided some information on the materials,
defect lengths and depths that may not be accurate
to the nth degree. Again, they weren’t meant to be,
as the reality of the situation is you will have some
margin of error on defect sizing in the real world. We
wanted to see how the assessments in the various
codes and standards address the situation.
Interestingly, none of the FEA assessments predicted
a failure in the parent material away from any of the
defects.
All the FEA assessments in which B31G and API 579
methods were used, showed that the ASME B31G is
inherently more conservative with an average burst
pressure of 53 Barg versus an average burst pressure
of 75 Barg for the API 579 methods.
We would like to make a special mention of thanks to
Fernando Vicente of ABB and Richard Carroll of DOCAN for the detailed and extensive FEA assessments
they submitted. Both assessments had very similar
burst test pressure ranges.

Failure point. Small axially aligned opening which
began weeping during test. No obvious surface
flaws at location. Unknown if internal or mid wall
flaws exist. All rather benign at time of failure.
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I hope you found this exercise useful, we certainly
did. If anything, it goes to show just how much conservatism can be built into pressure vessels dependent of design code and how the allowable stresses
play an important part regarding a factor of safety.
If you have any thoughts you want to share, or would
like any further information, please contact us.
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